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INTRODUCTION
Hi Folks,

We have three Final Reviews this week – two reviews failed and one passed with 2.5 stars.
This week’s league table shows that Sports Bet Gold and Champion Draws both continue their 
success, with Soccer Magic also doing well. 

Our Review Manager, David, has asked me to send his apologies for the delay in getting some 
of the reviews and Final Reviews up to date. The truth is, without giving specifics; David is 
working heroically despite some illness. He deserves our sincere thanks for all he is doing and 
I’m sure we all wish him good health. Take care of yourself mate and give your health top 
priority, we punters can wait for the catch-up of the outstanding reviews and meanwhile, we 
can judge for ourselves the merits of the stalled reviews by using the data in this newsletter and 
on the Blog.

We’d like to hear from you, please contact me via the Bloggers Corner at
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com

New Reviews
No new reviews this week.
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Final Reviews

Soccer Tips Software - Review Summary    - Reviewer Sgt Brendan

Despite showing a small profit over the period of the trial, we have to put this service in the 
failed section, as there is no neutral rating anymore.

So what did we get from Soccer Tips Software

It is a piece of software, that was very easy to download, no 
problems there and after that all you needed to start it up the night 
before a round of league games, tick the relevant Leagues that you 
wanted selections from and there you go, in a matter of minutes you 

had your selections in front of you. This only works for all the English and Scottish Leagues, 
and does not take into account Cup games, Internationals and European games. This, along 
with the postponement of so many fixtures did lead to a lot of no betting days, in fact if we had 
only used days that we were betting on for the review, this review would be continuing into the 
2012 season!

In all we had just 30 selections with just 19 winning bets giving us a strike rate of 63% well 
short of the advertised 92% strike rate. The most selections in any one day was 8 once. There 
was also 6 once and also five once. The highest priced winning bet was 2/1, and the average 
winning price was 4/6

The cost of this service at the outset after your 14 day trial was £39.99 a month or £97.0 for 6 
months, at the moment it is a more reasonable £19.99 a month or £49.99 for 6 months, this will 
cover the Australian Leagues over the summer months

So after 10 weeks or so and showing a profit if 1.44 pts or £144 to £100 stakes, you can see 
why it can not go into the passed section, but I would not totally give up on the software, 
there just were not enough of selections over the period. I was actually following this software 
last season and it was hitting the 90% +
                                                                                         
Click Here to See Soccer Tips Software ….
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Soccer_Tips_Software/

Cheers

Brendan

Note This is Reviewer Manger Dave, the website for Soccer Tips 
Software is no longer available so therefore it is definitely a no star 
rating and a Failed and Jailed.
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Win and Place Investment Plan – Final Review  - Reviewer Sgt Rich

18th November to 22nd January

There is no alternative but to fail this system.

The system comes with three suggested staking plans. The results for 
each of them, for the last three selections, is reproduced below:

Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3
WinOnly Win Place Win Place

Stake Bal. Stake Bal. Stake Bal. Stake Stake Bal.
(32 start) (12 start) (6 start) (42 start)

1.00 20.11 1.00 4.84 1.00 2.35 2.00 3.00 16.73
1.00 19.11 1.00 3.84 1.00 2.56 2.00 3.00 15.35
2.00 20.42 1.00 4.49 1.00 2.80 2.00 3.00 17.38

As you can see they all produced a loss. Plan 2 is the one featured on the sales page and the 
results page. Backing the selections to win has reduced a starting balance of 12 points to 4.49 
points. Backing the selections for a place has reduced the starting balance of 6 points to 2.80 
points.

The strike rate for the review period is 54 selections, 29 winners and 43 placed (win or place). 
That’s 53.70% winners and 79.60% placed.

Compare this to the reported strike rate on the sales page of 132 selections, 99 winners (75%) 
and 122 placed (win or place strike rate of 92.42%)

As well as the strike rate being down, the odds (Betfair Starting Price) of the successful 
winners or placed horses were too low to offset the losers. The sales page has not updated the 
results since the 27th November, just after this review started.

I also ran a simple level stakes system 1 point bet to win and 1 point bet on a place. The results 
are as below:

Level Stakes for Win Bets
Cumulative P/L: – 7.51 points
Running Balance (100 point starting bank): 92.49 points

—————————

Level Stakes for Place Bets
Cumulative P/L: - 3.20 points
Running Balance (100 point starting bank): 96.80 points

————————————————————
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There was a complication in that the document sent to me at the start of the review contained a 
discretionary rule for the selection process. This caused some confusion as to how this 
discretionary rule was applied to the reported results on the website. This was clarified with me 
by the publisher, stating that the discretionary rule about the number of runners was now 
cancelled. I don’t know if the document sent to purchasers has been amended to reflect this 
change and I don’t know whether the reported back-dated results on their website includes or 
excludes discretionary selections.. A blogger on here (Hugh) has reported that his older version 
of the system had this rule about the number of runners as a fixed rule with no exceptions and 
he reported better success. If I get enough time I’ll go through my results and see how the 
results faired excluding races with small fields. But the system, as currently sold, is to use the 
selections the system picks, even if the number of runners is small.

The system costs £97 to purchase and with this you can find all the selections yourself, but you 
will need a printed copy of the Racing Post every day or the online subscription to Racing Post, 
which costs £17 per month.

On a positive note, the system also includes a service to access the selections online, rather 
than running all the days races through the selection process yourself. The first three months 
are free, after that time the cost is £30 per month. During the review period, I found the online 
access reliable and the day’s selections were posted regularly by mid-morning.

To be fair, the review period included the bad weather we had before and after Xmas, when 
presumably form was unreliable. But for the review period and for the system as sold, I have to 
fail the system, I’m afraid.

Click Here to see the sales page for the Win and Place Investment Plan ...
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Win_And_Place_Investment_Plan/

Sgt Rich
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Tyche Windfall - Final Summary

As you can see the 12 month trial of Tyche Windfall ended with a steady profit of £2028 
with an original start bank of £2000. Or 200 points, with 1 point being a £10 bet.

£100 bets (10 point stakes) are advised with Tyche Windfall on each selection and not once 
was that bank ever under serious threat in the whole 12 months. Were looking at one point with 
the bank at -£650 which was very comfortable when you see that this has been a 12 month 
outlook. So how does that relate points wise? Well we start with a bank of 200 points risking 
10 points (5%) of the bank on each bet. Now although we could work this out to 1 point stakes 
and not the 10 point stakes advised this would not be doing the system justice. In the 12 
months this is what was advised. We had a similar situation with Soccer Overs recently. We 
cannot change rules if the Tyche Windfall service proves profitable results following their 
advice just as we cannot change the rules if the service fails following its advice.

So Tyche windfall comfortable took a £2000 bank and produced a profit of £2028 which is 
roughly a profit of 203 points profit in 12 months. 201.5% profit on the starting bank.

The easiest way to work this out to see how well you would have done in the last 12 months is 
take your starting bank (CAPITAL) and multiply this by 201.5%.

If you had bought the Tyche Windfall system without the monthly selection service where they 
are done for you each day this would have had an initial cost of £99. If you opted to buy the 
ebook and then pay the monthly charge of £29 to receive the selections this would have cost 
you £447 in total over 12 months but as the ebook is available to purchase we base the final 
review on this fact.

The minimum bank (Starting CAPITAL) you would have needed to break even would be £100. 
If your starting bank is more than £100 you will be making a profit with Tyche Windfall.

On the other hand if you did opt for the daily tips over 12 months a £450 start bank would have 
been needed to break even, this is just out of interest for punters requiring the tips to be sent.

Click Here To Expand the Image … 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/wp-
content/uploads/2011/01/tyche-windfall-results.jpg
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Performance & Summary

Tyche Windfall had 270 bets in 12 months. 

Out of 270 bets 92 were winning bets with a strike rate of 34.07%. 

There is an average BFSP of 4.11 and remember this is backing winners on Betfair! 

Overall this service in my opinion is your bread and butter backing service and there are not 
many backing services in internet cyber space that produce a profit no matter which way you 
look at it. 2010 has in the history of Tyche Windfall been its worst year to date and Dave 
expects things to return to “normal” in 2011. Based on the fact that results have not been in 
line with past performance I cannot award the service any higher than 2.5 stars but it has 
passed our review.

Click Here To See Tyche Windfall …..
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Tyche_Windfall/

Cheers

Betting System Guru
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Current Reviews
This section covers all the current reviews being conducted and gives a quick insight how each 
review is performing. All the figures quoted below are from January 17th to January 23rd.

9 Minute System - Reviewer Sgt Rich 

A winning week. The review is being continued for another month.

Up to day 63 This Week Cumulative
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L

Variant 1 + 1.45 points 110.65 points + 10.65 points
Variant 2 + 1.65 points 109.80 points + 9.80 points
Variant 3 + 1.65 points 109.25 points + 9.25 points

See the 9 minute Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%229+minute+system%22

See the 9 minute System sales page here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/9_Minute_System/

All Weather Backing System - Reviewer Sgt Philip 

Nothing reported since Jan 2nd.

Up to day 50 This Week Cumulative
P/L £250 Start Bank P/L

- £45 £191.12 - £58.88

See the All Weather Backing System Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22all+weather+backing+system%22

See the All Weather Backing System sales page here:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/All_Weather_Backing_System/

Betting Grenade - Reviewer RM Dave

Nothing reported since Jan 13th.

Up to day 54 This Week Cumulative
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L

+ 30.01 points 143.82 points + 43.82 points

See the Betting Grenade Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22betting+grenade%22

See the Betting Grenade sales page here: 
http://www.bettinggrenade.com/bst.html
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Champion Draws - Sgt Tommy

Three selections and one winning bet again this week. Sgt Tommy has been following this one 
from October and had a bank of 115.75 points so that is our Start Bank.

Up to day 64 This Week Cumulative
P/L 115.75 point Start 

Bank
P/L

+ 48.76 points + 322.77 points + 207.02 points

See the Champion Draws Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22champion+draws%22

See Champion Draws sales page here:
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Champion_Draws/

Coopys - Reviewer Sgt Thomas

Nothing reported since Dec 6th Day 69. Sgt Thomas has been ill and Dave will bring this 
review up to date shortly.

Up to day 69 This Week Cumulative
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L

71.50 points - 28.5 points

See the Coopys Review pages here:
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22coopys%22

See Coopys sales page here:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Coopys/

Daves Pro Golf Selections - Reviewer RM Dave

Nothing reported this week.

Up to week 6 This Week Cumulative
P/L 200pt Main/100 pt 2/3 P/L

Main Bets - 12.50 points 183.87 points - 16.13 points
2/3 Ball + 5.33 points 109.38 points + 9.38 points

See the Daves Pro Golf Selections Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22daves+pro+golf+selections%22

See Daves Pro Golf Selections sales page here:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Golf_Pro_Selections/
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Deja Vu Football - Reviewer RM Dave

Nothing reported this week.

Up to day 55 This Week Cumulative
P/L 500 point Start Bank P/L

- 4.00 points 541.40 points + 41.40 points

See Déjà Vu Football Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22deja+vu+football%22

See Deja Vu Football sales page here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Deja_Vu_Football/

Flat Ratings Pro - Reviewer Sgt John

A profit this week.

Up to day 22 This Week Cumulative
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L

+ 5.93 points 119.68 points + 19.68 points

See Flat Ratings Pro Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22flat+ratings+pro%22

See Flat Ratings Pro sales page here: 
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Flat_Ratings_Pro/

Getfair Racing System - Reviewer Sgt Marc

A profit this week.

Up to day 38 This Week Cumulative
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L

+ 3.10 points 99.69 points - 0.31 points

See Getfair Racing System Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22getfair+racing%22

See Getfair Racing System sales page here:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Getfair_Racing/
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Golf Bet Profits - Reviewer Sgt John

Nothing reported this week.

Up to day 7 This Week Cumulative
P/L 200 point Start Bank P/L

+ 5.00 points 205.00 points + 5.00 points

See Golf Bet Profits Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22golf+bet+profits%22

See Golf Bet Profits sales page here:
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Golf_Bet_Profits/

Graeme Murray Gold Lays - Reviewer Sgt Thomas

Nothing reported this week.

Up to day 71 This Week Cumulative
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L

Plan A 118.05 points + 18.05 points
Plan B 108.55 points + 8.55 points

See Graeme Murray’s Gold Lays Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22graeme+murray%27s+gold%22

See Graeme Murray’s Gold Lays sales page here:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Graeme_Murrays_Gold_Lays/

Laying Low Odds - Reviewer Sgt Thomas

Nothing reported since Dec 6th. 

Up to day 16 This Week Cumulative
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L

99.13 points - 0.87 points

See Laying Low Odds Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22laying+low+odds%22

See Laying Low Odds sales page here:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Laying_Low_Odds/
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Laying Winter Profits - Reviewer Sgt Tony

A loss this week and still showing a loss overall.

Up to day 52 This Week Cumulative
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L

- 1.78 95.78 points - 4.22 points

See Laying Winter Profits Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22laying+winter+profits%22

See Laying Winter Profits sales page here:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Laying_Winter_Profits/

Michael’s Place Lay Formula - Reviewer Sgt Thomas

Nothing reported since day 69 so all figures remain unaltered.

Up to day 69 This Week Cumulative
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L

Level Stakes N/A 114.65 points + 14.65 points
Staking Plan N/A 123.20 points + 23.20 points

See Michael’s Place Lay Formula Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22place+lay+formula%22

See Michael’s Place Lay Formula sales page here:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Place_Lay_Formula/

Perpetual i - Reviewer Sgt Philip

A winning week, but still showing an overall loss.

Up to day 35 This Week Cumulative
P/L £10,000 Start Bank P/L

- £160.06 £9,162.23 - £837.77

See Perpetual i Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22perpetual+i%22

See Perpetual i sales page here: 
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Perpetual_I/
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Place 2 Profit - Reviewer Sgt Rich

A new review, but no selections on Day 1.

Up to day 8 This Week Cumulative
P/L 50 points Start Bank P/L

+ 3.94 points 53.94 points + 3.94 points

See Place 2 Profit Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22place+2+profit%22

See Place 2 Profit sales page here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Place_2_Profit/

Sam’s Lucky 9 Lays - Reviewer Sgt Ian

A winning week again.

See Sams Lucky 9 Lays Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22sams+lucky+9+lays%22

See Sams Lucky 9 Lays sales page here: 
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Sams_Lucky_9_Lays/

Soccer Magic - Reviewer Sgt Tommy

Back to winning ways this week.

Up to day 47 This Week Cumulative
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L

+ 40.40 points 160.30 points + 60.30 points

See Soccer Magic Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22soccer+magic%22

See Soccer Magic sales page here:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Soccer_Magic/

Up to day 62 This Week Cumulative
P/L 150 point Start Bank P/L

Level Stakes + 0.12 points 171.17 points + 21.17 points
Liability of 1 point + 0.61 points 157.52 points + 7.80 points
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Sports Bet Gold (previously Insider Gold) - Reviewer Sgt Tommy

A winning week, and still easily top of the league table.

Up to day 50 This Week Cumulative
P/L 50 point Start Bank P/L

+ 3.00 points 133.44 points + 83.44 points

See Insider Gold Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22insider+gold%22

See Insider Gold sales page here:
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Insider_Gold/

The Secret Tipster - Reviewer Sgt Philip

A good profit this week has almost clawed back the earlier losses. Sgt Philip is laying 5% of 
the current bank per selection.

Up to day 14 This Week Cumulative
P/L £1000 Start Bank P/L

+ £69.64 £1027.68 - £27.68

See The Secret Tipster Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22the+secret+tipster%22

See The Secret Tipster sales page here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/The_Secret_Tipster/

Win and Place Investment Plan - Reviewer Sgt Rich

No improvement, another losing week, this week. The review period is finished and the Final 
Review is published earlier in this newsletter. The plan comes with 3 Staking Plans which all 
lost.

Up to day 56 This Week Cumulative
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L

Level Stakes (Win) - 1.73 points 92.49 points - 7.51 points
Level Stakes (Place) + 0.27 points 96.80 points - 3.20 points

See the Win and Place Investment Plan Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22win+and+place+investment+plan%22

See Win and Place Investment Plan sales page here:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Win_And_Place_Investment_Plan/
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The Wizard Of Odds - Reviewer Sgt Thomas

The end of the review period. Final Review to follow.

Up to day 84 Cumulative
100 point Start Bank P/L

Level Stakes 102.65 points + 2.65 points
Staking Plan 87.84 points - 12.16 points

See The Wizard Of Odds Review pages here: 
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/?s=%22wizard+of+odds%22

See The Wizard Of Odds sales page here: 
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Wizard_Of_Odds/
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Blogger’s Corner
  

Please send your e-mail contributions to the Bloggers Corner to me at 
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com .

Last week we had a question from Sam:

Hi
Can someone explain to me the word "yield"

If there is a system lets say a "horse racing system" where you need 1,000 pound as a betting 
bank, so this money would be your investment, in the first month your profit was 200.00 
pound, the second month 185.00 pound and the third month 90.00 this is only an example of 
course.

can you tell me the yield and also explain how it is worked out.

Many Thanks

Glenn has replied:

Hi Sgt Rich,

Thanks for the great info.

If I understood the question properly, normally "yield" is simply "Return on Investment" 
(ROI). For example: If your 100 pound investment returned 200 pounds that would be a 100% 
yield.

It is usually based upon the amount risked. In the example given if the bettor risked all 1,000 
pounds of his betting bank(not the best idea ;-)) and it returned 200 pounds the yield for that 
month would be 20%. etc.

Simply take the amount returned on investment and divide it by the amount risked.

Hope this helps.

Thanks Glenn.

Sam would need to differentiate between his betting bank and the total stakes invested. If 
“yield” is the same as ROI, then Sam would add up all his stakes (that would be his cost of 
investment) and take his 200 pound profit (his return) and divide by total stakes for the month.

The return on investment formula: Profit/Cost of investment You should also factor in the 
cost of receiving the tips or system, taking this off your profit and adding it onto your costs.

Here’s another question, anybody got any experience with “One a Day System”?

Hi Rich,    I was also wondering if you had heard of or reviewed the One a Day System  by Tony 
Murdoch  currently selling at £7.95   soon to go up to £297.95!     I'm not sure if i have read about 
this in your previous reviews, many thanks,     kind regards    Paul
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League Table
  
The systems under review have different starting banks, different stakes and some systems 
have variable stakes. A reasonable way of comparing the performance of systems is to work 
out the profit (or loss) as a percentage of the starting bank and to average this out over the 
number of the days of the review. 

Sports Bet Gold and Champion Draws are out in front, both having made more than 100% 
profit on their starting banks. Soccer Magic is also doing well.

Obviously this table doesn’t replace reading the reviews, because profit %age of bank per day
is not the only factor in judging a system. Nevertheless, I think it gives a valid comparison and
an at-a-glance way of bringing the mass of data together.

Profit as %age Position Position
System Start Profit %age of Days per Last This
Reviewed Bank /Loss Bank Reviewed Day Week Week
Sports Bet Gold 
(previously Insider Gold)

50 83.44 166.88% 50 3.34% 1 1

Champion Draws 115.75 207.02 178.85% 64 2.79% 2 2

Soccer Magic 100 60.30 60.30% 47 1.28% 5 3

Place 2 Profit 50 3.94 7.88% 8 0.99% N/A 4

Flat Ratings Pro 100 19.68 19.68% 22 0.89% 4 5

Betting Grenade 100 43.82 43.82% 54 0.81% 3 6

Golf Bets Profits 200 5.00 2.50% 7 0.36% 6 7

Michael's Place Formula 
Staking Plan

100 23.20 23.20% 69 0.34% 7 8

Graeme Murray Gold 
Lays Plan A

100 18.05 18.05% 71 0.25% 8 9

Sam's Lucky 9 Lays 150 21.17 14.11% 62 0.23% 9 10

Daves Pro Golf – 2/3 Ball 100 9.38 9.38% 42 0.22% 10 11

Michael's Place Formula 
Level Stakes

100 14.65 14.65% 69 0.21% 11 12

9 Minute System (Variant 
1)

100 10.65 10.65% 63 0.17% 12 13

Deja Vu Football 500 41.40 8.28% 55 0.15% 13 14

Graeme Murray Gold 
Lays Plan B

100 8.55 8.55% 71 0.12% 14 15

The Wizard of Odds 100 2.65 2.65% 84 0.03% 18 16

Getfair Racing System 100 -0.31 -0.31% 38 -0.01% 22 17

Laying Low Odds 100 -0.87 -0.87% 16 -0.05% 20 18

Win and Place 
Investment Plan – Place

100 -3.20 -3.20% 56 -0.06% 21 19

Laying Winter Profits 100 -4.22 -4.22% 52 -0.08% 19 20

Win and Place 
Investment Plan – Win

100 -7.51 -7.51% 56 -0.13% 23 21
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Daves Pro Golf – Main 200 -16.13 -8.07% 42 -0.19% 24 22

The Secret Tipster 1000 -27.68 -2.77% 14 -0.20% 27 23

Perpetual I 10000 -837.77 -8.38% 35 -0.24% 25 24

Coopys 100 -28.50 -28.50% 69 -0.41% 26 25

All Weather Backing 
System

250 -58.88 -23.55% 50 -0.47% 28 26

Next Week & Signing Off
I hope to have some interesting additional content ready in time for next week’s newsletter. 
This is Sgt Rich signing off and I hope that you have found some of the content within this 
newsletter to be useful.  Remember to look out for the next BST newsletter in your e-mails on 
February 2nd . Until then, here’s to successful punting.

Regards
Sgt Rich


